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Reading AS60 nt: Pvactice and Theoretical Perspect

Robert L. Linn and Sheila W. Val nein

for Student Teeting, EvaluatIon, and Tenting

University of IllInois at Urban -ChamiLign

No student le-rning is more fundamental to student

progress throughout school than readilg. Over the last decade there

have been great advances ill thC sCiChtifiC uhderStanding of the

reading process (National Academy of Educa a, 1985). These advances

are beginning to have an impact on the of instru tion

els and approacheS to teaching reading (Pearson, 1986).

date, however, they have had little impact on testing and there is a

relatively poor match between theory and experimental research on the

reading proces:-.. and standardized reading tests.

This apparent lack of match between reading research and

approaches used to assess reading comprel,ension provides the focus for

this review. As was noted by Curtjs and Glaser (1983), recent

research on the cognitive processes involved in reading suggests that

there are four major, interdependent components of reading

comprehen ion. These a e (1) decoding speed and accuracy, (2)

accuracy, fluency, and flexibility of determining the semantic meaning

of words, (3) passage dependent sentence comprehension, and (4)

passage comprehension which involves the development of a "coherent

cognitive model af text meaning" (Johnston, 1984, p. 236).

rae four interdependent reading components identified by Curtis

and Glaser provide the f-amework for this review. Existing, widely

used, standardized tests are evaluated within this framework and



suggestions for the development of new me

comprehension t

experimental mean-

Variety and Uses o

Clearly, the

available for

administer stand:

among the stands-

tests either

of rending

fstent with modern theoretical and

process are provided.

of standardized reading tests

Al---- all school districts

achi vem nt tests each year. Included

in use are (1) group-administered survey

tests such as the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests (MacGi itie: 1978) or pa f batteries su h as the

Comprehensive Te asic Skill (CTB/McGraw-Hill, 1982 ); (2)

crIccrion-referenced testing systems, e.g., the PRI Reading Systems

(CT8/McGra -Hill, 1980); (3) the test ng c_ ponents of major basal

reading series, e.g., Mac il_an's Testing and Management Resource

Books (Weinstein, 19 3 ); (4) individually-administered diagnostic

reading tests that are intended to provide morl detailed infor aion

about a student's strengths and w akne- es, e.g., the Diagnostic

Reading Scales !Spache, 198 ); (5 ) informal Teadi g inventories, e.

the Basic Reading Inventory (Johns, 1981); (6) state assess ent

pro rams; and (7) the National Assessment of Educational Progress.

The types of score reports are as vitriable as the types of tests,

ranging from ingle norm-referenced, global score to highly specific

component scores that may be based on only three or four test items.

The oral reading sections -f some tests, for example, provide

information on a variety of student e rors such as additi ns,

substituti ns, omissions mispronounciations, and reversals as well as

i.ridications of word recognition and comprehensi n of text. Se-arate

scores for initial middle, and final constants long and shor

2 5



vowels: con onant blends and diagraphs may be among the detailed

scores that can be obtained.

Detailed information on student performance on specific skills is

also commonly provided by "mastery teats" that have become a standard

part of the curriculum materIals sold by the publishers of basal

readers. The level of detail on these curriculum- b dded tests is

usually very fine. For example, short tests for specific obi ctives

such as "recognize the phonem -grapheme corr _pondences of dipthongs"

or "divide for syllabication a t o-syll ble word with medi l consonant

letters" (Smith & Arnold, 198 can be found in assessment systems

accompanying basal readers.

Founds ions

Despite the wide array and widespread use of testa of reading,

con iderable dissatisfaction with the available tests has been

expressed by the reading reasearch community :.Valencia & Pearson,

1986). Some of the dissati faction is illustrated by Pearson and

Herman's (1985) revie- of the Gatesp-McKillop-Horowitz Reading

Diagnostic Test, Second EditIon (1981).

The Gates-McKillop-Horowltz test is intended to provide

diagnostic information on a number of word recognition skills for

students in grades 1 thorugh 6. Twenty three scores, for

character _ics sllzh as omissions, mispronunciations (e.g., wrong

beginning, wrong middle, accent errors), and recognizing and blending

common word parts, are provided. Nonsense words, which are

purportedly made up of two or more f-equently used syllables are used

on the syllabication subtest.

As noted by Pearson and Herman (1985), the test follows a



traditional view of reading as composed of a a series Of nubakilin and

p r es that the separate assessment of each vubkill will provide

diagnostically useful infor ation.

reading howev

precietly Lhi view of

that many reading researchers reject. Pearson and

Herman ( 985) express their concern In this regard ae foll

"To assess sheer knowledge of these 'piece outside the context

in which the student is expected to apply that knowledge, i.e.,

when the student is really reading real text, gives a biased

esti ate of ability to use that knowledge. Not only does

assessment devoid of context prevent the student from using the

rich range of resources available in most real text, it also

prevents the exa iner from getting a picture of how the student

is or in not able to marshall resources, skills, and strategies

to solve the problem of what the text means" (p. 602).

Similar concerns have been expressed by other reading researchers

about the emphasis on a host of discrete skills in many c terion-

referenced reading test systems. In review of the PRI Reading

Systems (CTB/McGraw-Hill, 1980), for uxample, Hiebert (1985) concluded

that the "assess ent program suffers from the major defi iencies that

have typically characterized rrite ion-referenced programs ... The

mo t fundamental issues involve the assumptions that mastery of these

objectives constitutes reading and that these objectives are acquired

in this particular order" (p. 1201

The emphasis on discrete skills in inconsistent with the emerging

conception of reading as an integrative process (National Academy

Education, 1985; Stanovich, 1980). So too are the emphases found in

most individually-administered diagnostic reading tests. Indeed,

there is little theoretical rationale to support these tests, and even

4



les- in the way of evidence that the putatively diagnostic Informatjon

that is prcvided leads to valid instuctional decisions.

According to the Notional Academy of Education's Commission on

Reading (1985), "[deeding I the process of constructing meaning from

itten texts. It is a complex skill requiring the coordination of a

number of interrelated sources of info tion" (p. 7). Skills such as

the ab lity to decode words and to assess the semantic meaning of a

word are certainly necessary for the skilled reader, but reading

comprehension requires more than the application of a series of

discrete skills. Reading is an active process that requires the

integration of information provided by the text with the reader's

prior knowledge (e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1973; Johnston, 1983;

Pearson & Spiro, 1980). Purposive reading requires self onitoring

and self-regulatory skills that have come to be known as

"metacognitive abilites (e.g., Brown, 1978; Flavel 1, 1976).

Higher level integrative and metacognitive abilities receive

relatively little att42ntion on cur ent tests which emphasize discrete

Instead, tests often emphasize literal comprhension rather

than inference and rarely go beyond asking a student to fi d the main

idea of a brief passage (Valencia & Pearson, 1986). As noted by

Curtts and Glaser (1983) both reading instruction and achievement

testing, although adequately addressing lower level reading

requi-ements, may be doing so at the expense of higher levels" (p.

133). They go on to argue that 'an alternative view of reading

instruction and testing is needed in which (a) the skills involved in

reading are assumed to be more interr _ lated than in a stage model, and

(b) revisions are made in a way that teaching and testing take into



inters

1983 p. 133).

Recent research in cognitive psycholo y (s

among components of teadi " (Curtis & Clar

for example, Curtis

& Glaser, 1983; Johnston, 1983; Stanovich, 1980) provides a

theor tic 1 fou dati n for the evaluation of current reading tests and

sugge tions of new appr_ ches to the measurement or r_ding

comprehension. Curtis and Glaser (1983) clearly illustrated how

theory and research on cognitive processes in readIng can be used

specify de i able characteristics -f tests of reading comprehension.

As was noted above, their analysis 1 d to the identification of four

major, interrelated components of reading comprehension: (1) decoding

speed and accurilcy, (2) accuracy, fluency, and flexibility of semantic

meaning of words, (3) passage dependent sentence comprehension, and

(4) passage comprehension.

Although each of these components is important for skilled

reading and may be measured separately, the key aspect of this

fra ework is the emphasis on the integration of the components.

Perfetti and Le_gold (1979) illustrated the essential interdependence

of the components of reading by analogy to the components of high

fidelity systems, 'If any component of the system is defective, sound

quality suffers. The components can be independently tested and, more

importantly, independently improved. However, improvement of one

component may not immediately improve sound (but it may

increase the potential of the system to benefit from later

improvement_ in other components)! (Perfetti 6 Lesgold, 1979, p. 58).

In an analogous fashion, it is argued that the components of reading

:comprehension must be integrated to produce meaning from text.

Perfetti and Lesgold's hi-fi analogy forcefully illustrates the

6
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key role that theorists ch to the integrative aspects

reading. As is true of most analogica, how

There

it can be carried too

evidence, for imp1e, that the co ponents of reading,

unlIke those of a hi-fi system, are not only interactive but

compensatory. Stanovich (1980) has reviewed a large body of

theoretical and experimental work that suggests the need for what he

has referred to as "an integrative-compensatory model of individual

differences in reading ability" (p. 63).

The need for A compensatory model is beat illustrated by the

reliance on context to identify w AG. Skilled readers apparently

rely little on context to identify words (McConkie & Zola, 1981)

because their word recognition and decoding s%ills are so efficient

that there Is seldom need to depend on the context to identify

individual words. Top down models of reading that hold that readers

are continually hypothe is testing an they read are implausible

because they require that readers are able form and test hypotheses

"based on complex syntactic and sem ntic analyses in less then the

few hundred milliseconds that is required for a f uent reader to

recognize most words" (Stanovich, 1980, p. 34). If anything, the

evidence suggests that less-skilled readers rely more on context for

word identification that do more-skilled r aders (see Stanovich, 1980,

for a revIew of several studies supporting this conclusion).

The use of context by readers with poor decoding skills

illustrates the compensatory nature of reading. It is not that good

readers lack the ability to use context. Indeed, there is evidence

that good reade tend tabeabletopredictwordsthataremissing
f-_om a passage better than poor readers. However, it does not

7
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necessa ily follow that because good readers have superior predictive

abilities that they rely on these ablities to recognIze wordn

(Stanovich 1980). Rapid word identifcation by okilled readers occurs

automatically and frees cognitive rc&ources for higher level

processing and interpretation of the text (Curtis & Glaser, 1983). It

seems likely that it i9 siMply more efficient for reader "with well

developed decoding skIlls to directly identify words in a test-driven

mapner than to 'predict' words based on context' (Juel, 1980, p. 49).

Readers with less ability to recognize individual words

au omatically may compensate for thIs deficit by placing greater

reliance on context and stored kno ledge. Such compensation is only

partially effective, however because it comes at a cost. It requirLs

the use of cognitive urces that are needed for the higher-level

processing that is essential for the construction of meaning from the

text. Thus, as in Perfetti and Lesgold's analogy to a hi-fi system,

weak component can limit the overall quality of the system because the

other components can't work to capacity, much less, fully compensate

for the weak one.

The four interrelated components of readin- identified by CurtIs

and Glaser (1983) provided a fra e-ork for revIewIng currently u ed

tests in the following sections of is report. Given the large

number of published tests and the sub3tantial degree of si ilarity

among many of the tests that are designed to serve a given purpose, an

exaustive review of all published testa was not attempted. Such a

review would be highly redundant. Bence, major examples that

illust ate the range of approa hes in each area were reviewed. For

each component, an attempt was made to analyze the tests in terms of

r-cent research on reading and to use that research as a basis for

8



1

suggesting future dir ctions for the tenting of thene compou,

Decoding Speed_ d Accuracy

As ban already been suggested, word decoding in a key compon nt

of the read ng proce one of several interdependent processes that

contributes to akilled reading. The work of Samuels and LaB rge

(1974) on automatic processing of words has suggested that automatic

decoding of words is a key to the reduction of attentional demands of

the reading task. When these demands of w rd tasks are reduced, more

attention is freed to be allocated to other, and perhaps higher level,

procengeo much t constructing coherent model of the text

An Rummartzed by Stanovich (1980), apeed of word recognition

important because rapid processing of information in sho _ _ory

enables the reader to utilize higher level in egrative comprehension

processes that operate on the information stored there (Lesgold &

Perfetti, 1977; Perfetti Lesgold, 1977). Numerous studies have

suggested that rapid, contextfree word identification is a major

factor distinguishing skilled readers from less skilled readers and

that speed of word recognition continues to increase after the

leveling off of auto aticity at the second or third grade levelo

(Curtis, 1980; Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1975; West & Stanovich, 1979;

Guttentag & Haith, 1978; Hogaboam & Perfetti, 1978).

The available evidence strongly supports the conclusion that the

ability to identify words accurately and quickly ia critical to

becoming a skilled reader. Although some readers are able to

recognize words adequately, they respond so slowly that meani g is

often lost. At the other extreme, there are readers who will "read"

words very quickly but may fail to get any meaning from them because

9
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the words incorrectly iden Wed. In fact stag of sight word

ition (Adams 6 Hlgg no, 1985; Sa ueln & LaBergo, 1974;

1979) nuggest that students first mtst develop accuracy

with word identi lent n before they become automatic or increnn e

speed of identification. While

when examining reading ability using only accuracy of word

identifi ation (Adams 6 Huggins, 1985; Juel 6 Roper-Schneider, 19 5

others have focused, and found significance when looking at spec(

word processing alone (Biemiller, 1977-78; Hogaboam & Pe fetti, 1978;

Perfetti, Finger 6 Hogaboam, 1975).

Some researcher- however, have investigated good and poor

readers i- terms of speed sod accuracy of wo d identi icati-n. For

example, Shankweiler 6 Liberman (1972) indicated that word li t

dien have found significance

accuracy for studen grades 2 to 4 wan highly correlated with

reading performance on paragraphs. However, after examining the

correlations betienn latency, accuracy and paragraph reading for one

group of third graders, they concluded that sl w rate individual

word identification may contribute as much as inaccuracy to poor

performance on paragraph reading.

There are numerous individually-administered tests that asuess

the recognition of individual words. The word recognition section of

the Wide Range Achievement Test (Jastik & Jastik, 1978) is

illustrative of the general approach that is often used. Lists of

letters and words are presented to children and the accuracy of

pronunciation is recorded. On Level I of the WRAT, which is intended

for use with children aged 5 through 11, the words are arranged

epproximately in order of increa ing difficulty and testing is

clicontinued after 10 consecutive errors.

10
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The woid recognition section of the WRAT is easy to adminis

and yleldu scoren with r latively high reliability. It does not

provide a measure of ,,ipe d of word recognition, however. Furthermore,

he accuracy scores are interpretable only in norm-referenced

This is so because there is no sound rationale or nyste atic basis

the selection of words for the test.

Several informal reading inventories include word recognition

sectio The Basic Reading Inventory, Second Edition (Johns 1981)

for example, includes a "word recognition in i lation" subtect. The

word list la said to be graded and may be nistered as a timed or

untimed test. Although it has been suggested that the comparison of

timed and untimud performance may by useful (Plessas, 1985) spe d of

vocalization is not directly a d. The basis for the selection of

words is unclear and, as is typical of several informal reading

inventories, no statistical support of the reliability or validity of

the test is provided. Nor is the evidence provided that would justify

the use of the results on the word recognition section to determine

initial placement in the test's reading pasSage$.

The Ekwall Reading Inventory (Ekwall, 1979), a similar in ormal

reading inventory, uties a graded word list for determining initi 1

placement into reading passages. As was true of the Basic Reading

Inventory, there is a lack of technical information or justification

f the cho ce of w rds for the word recognition portion of the

inventory. The intended use of the word recognition in isolat on

sections of tests such as th- Ekwall and Basic reading inventories

relativ ly limited, however.

Some published tests focus ex- usively on word recognition. Two

11
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such tests are the Instant Words Criterion Tent (Fry, 1980) and the

Popo Inve)to y of Basic Reading Skills (Pope, 1974). The Instant Word

Criterion Test conuintn of 300 common words, which the author claims,

are the mont rommon words in English. An noted hy Elkins (1985, p.

692), "[rdo references ate given to support thin claim, but an

inspeetio- ouggeats that these words are indeed basic sight

vocabulary." It is presumed that these words should be recognized

instantly. Children are required to rend the list of words and the

examiner records words that nre "missed". Speed of recognition is not

assessed and the criteria for recording a failure are not specified.

"Neither is there any indication given of how much time should be

allowed to the pupil to answer each item, which is surely important In

view of the word 'instant' in the title of the test and the implied

assumption" (Carroll 1985). It is simply assumed that words that are

missed should be taught since recog ition of these words is needed for

reading. Thus, only item scores are suggested. There is no

supporting evidence of reliability (either agreement among examiners

or test-retest) or of validity.

The Pope Inventory of Basic Reading Skills is an individually

admini tered test that is intended to assess word attack skills.

Section II of the invent° 'y is used to assess a child's basic sight

vocabulary by presenting the child with a deck of cards with one

common word printed on each card. The child is instructed to first

sort the cards into two piles: known words and unknown words. The

child is then asked to read aloud the "known" words and the number

read correctly is used as an estimate of the child's sight vocabulary.

No norms, reliability, or validity data are provided.

The Biemiller Test of Reading Processes (Biemiller, 1981) is one

12
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the few pubi1ihed tests that a

recogni.lon dirt=ctly. Speed in naming

and words in context in meenured. The

speed of word

words in isolation,

olation part of the

test is divided into two liuta of 50 words each. The first list is

drawn from primer-level vocabulary and the second from middle-

elementary school level vocabulary. Percentile scores (90th, 75th,

50th, 25 h, or 10th) are rep The percentiles, however, are

based one sample of 340 children f -m 17 Canadian schools, and are

not representative of any clearly defined population.

The precise basis for sampling words to be included on the lists

iS unclear. Although the directions for administration are qui:e

specific, it is likely that considerable practice would be needed to

obtain accurate measure of speed. The following comments by Fry

(1985) are worthy of note in this regard.

"The problems of accurately recording reading time indicate

the examiner would need some training and experience. It is

important to keep the child reading. For example, the author

tates, 'If tho child pau es over a word or rereads a line, atop

the stopwatch until the child iu reading words she/he has not

read before.' In addition, If there are more than three delay-

type error _s opposed to misreadings without stopping), the

data will be invalid, and teating should be stolled.' This is a

lot for a novice to remember 'hen seconds count" Fry, 1985, p.

194).

Although not really a test, the IOX Basic Skills Word Li (IOX

Assesemnt Associate 1980) deserves mention as the final instru ent

in this section. As the name suggests, the IOX Basic Skills Word List

1 6



isa1

wh

f words. A tote 1 of 7 318 wt .ncluded in

orgaized by grade 1 vel (from 1 to 1 The words were

ed using information from several sources using the following

ril: "(1) equency -ith wiich

tex books, (2) the frequency of words in

rds in re ding

y read

(3) children's demonstrated fntnilinr1y with particular words

ASSCO9MCOt Associates, 1980).

The initial list and grade level annlgnmentn were taken from

Taylor Frackenpohl, White, Nieroroda Browning, and Bir ner (1979)

lain, and

OX

core vocabulary list. Modificati-ns of de level

dditions to the list were based on familia i

-nmentu and

of words to children

different grades as indicated by Dale and O'Rourke (976) end

Sakiey and F y (1979) 3000 mo_t frequent words from the Car oll,

Davies, and Richman's (1971) Word FrueAuency Book.

Though not a test in the usual sense, it is suggested that the IOX

Basic Skills Word List might be used to construct informal test- of word

-cognition for use in "diagnosis". The list is also intended as a

resource for judging the readability level of texts or passages to be

used on tests and for identifying word_ for "direct teaching". The

rationale for the suggested diagnostic use in unclear, however. More

important y, the notion that words should be identified in this manner

for direct teaching is not justified. The heavy emphasis on

individual words at the expense of time devoted to reading complete

stories or text is at best debatable (see, for example, Anderson &

Freebody, 1983).

This brief review of word recognition mflasures leads to two

generalizations: (1) speed of word recognition is only rarely measured

dir ctly and (2) the selection of words for tests is often more of an

14



art than n ocience. There in : Idom

incluni n of particular wordn on

cation for the

But the pele on of wordn

for testa of speed and accuracy of word identification in certainly

1.1.'4'1 to weaningful interpretation of results, in other than a

norm-referenced sense, nd to rclevnt classroom Instruction. Our

review of the research sugges - a number of factors th t are

potentially relevant in the el Ifleation of words, including word

frequency, inclusion and emphasis in the curriculum, the approach of

the instructional program, orthographic complexity, word type and

word length. Based on our review, however, we have con 1 ded that the

three factors that are moSt critical for creating specifications for a

test of speed And accuracy of word identification are (I) word

frequency, (2) e posure to words in the curriculum, and ( ) the

instuctional program.

Skilled readers are faster than less- illed readers at

identifying high frequ:ley words (Biemiller, 1977-78; Curtis, 1980;

Perfetti, Finger & Hogaboam, 1978; Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1978; West &

Staovich, 1979). At the same time, however, Perfetti & Hoagaboam

(1975) have demonstrated that differences between good readers and

poor readers ar_ even greater for low frequency and pseudowords. This

suggests that speed is not just familiarity with particular words. In

fact Juel 6 Roper-Schneider (1985) f und that first grade students

with a more intensive phonics instructional program were more

successful at correctly pronouncing words not seen before than

students in a more vieual word recognition program.

West and Stanovich (1979) have cautioned that one of the reasons

researchers may have been unable to demonstrate developmental trends

15



inatitomnticity in thatmnnyoIthcwordsuuudonmniu
too easy. That i , there is d of ceiling effect.

have been

caution is applicable in the construction of lists of words for tests.

Re ated to the i sue of frequency, is exposure to words or the

curricular v lidity of those words. Juel & Roper-Schneider (19119),

for example, found that the types of words in first grade t xts exPrt

powerful influence on children's word recognition strategies

than the method of instruction. Addition lly, they found that

repeated exposures to words, the number of repetitions in the basal

was a significant factor in accuracy of 1)as 1 word identifica ion.

Both these findings suggest that increased reading may provide added

exposure to w- ds that may in turn increase word identification speed

and accuracy. These fi dings al o suggest that the match between the

words on a test and the te tbooks and instructional program materiala

may be important determinates of the instructional validity of a test.

Semantic Meaning- r_ -

Although the research reviewed above makes a strong case for the

importance of being able to recognize wo ds accurately and quickly,

this ability represents only one of the interrelated components needed

by a skilled reader. The breadth and depth of an indivdual'

vocabulary knowledge is also vital and provides a good predictor of

reading comprehension ability (Thorndike, 1973), It is al ost self

evident that a reader who doe- not know the meaning of a large number

f words in a pas age will have great difficulty comprehending it.

There is considerable evidence to support this common sense conclusion

(see, for example, Anderson & Freebody, 1981), However, as Curtis and

Glaser (1983) have cautioned, simply learning word meanings "does not

always lead to comprehen ion impr vement (Jenkins Pany, & Schreck,



1978; Tuinman & Brady, 1974). Por vocabulary inatruction to VC

effect on reading comprehension, it needs, at a minimum, to go beyo d
dicti nary d finitions to deep underst ndings and r lated ideas
(Draper & Moeller, 1971).

Anderson and F eebody (1983) have made a convincing case that
estimates of vocabula 1 size are potentially important both for
purposes of policy decisions and for purposes of assessing individual
differences. As they demonstrate, however, there are order-of-

magnitude differenceø in the existing estimates of vocabulary _ize.

Anderson and Fr ebody cite two reasons for the widely divergent
estimat First, there are. differencec in the definiti ns of the
dom in of potential words, i.e., what counts as a separate word and
how inclusive the word list is for which estimates are sought.

Second, the estimates depend on the methods used to measure knowledge
of selected words.

Reading tests commonly report separate scores for vocabulary

knowledge, but they do not purport to give an estimate of a test
taker s vocabulary size. Rather, intrepretstions are generally based
on normative comparisons. Hence, before considering possibilit es for
obtaining estimates of an individual's vocabulary -ize we will review
some of the major measurement approaches used on standardized tests of
vocabulary knowledge.

A variety of formats are used on tests of vocabulary knowledge.
By far the most common procedure, however, is to use multiple choice
questions. Either isolated words or words in context are commonly
presented a d the te-t taker is in- tructed to select one of four or
five options that has the same or most similar meaning. When words in
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cOnteXt presented, the context

word phrase or

y conntat only of a two or three

more co pletc sentences depending on the test.

At higher grades antonyms, rather than synonyms are also frequently

uoed.

Given the high degree of simi ty among tests of vocabulary

knowledge used in the elementary grades, only a few tests will be

described here. The Gates-MaeGinitie Reading Tests (MacGinitie, 1978)

is a well known and widely used reading test series. It consists of

seven levela that together span grades 1 through 12. As is typical of

ch series or of comprehensive aehievemmnt test batteries, vocabulary

as well as comprehension is assessed at each level. In the lower

grades, vocabulary is assessed by having test takers select one of

four words that describe a picture. Starting at g ade three, test

takers arc required to select a word or phrase that has the most

similar meaning to the word presented in the item stem. Using a

variety of sources "Mords were selected to characterize those

likely to be found in reading materials in the grade range covered by

each test level" (Rupley, 1985, p. 595). The test has norms both for

in-level and out-of-level testing and high internal-constistency

reli _bilities (.90 to .95).

The Word Meaning test of the Nelson Reae_ng Skills Tests, Forms 3

and 4 (Hanna, Schell, & Schreiner, 1977) uses two types of items, both

of which require the test taker to select the nearest oynonym from

four opt ons. The stem consists of either isolated words or words in

phrases. The vocabulary for the tests was selected from humanities,

social studie and science texts. Norm-referenced scores with good

split-half reliabilities (.89 to .93) are reported.

The vocabulary section of Level E of the Comprehensive Tests
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Basic Ski I rmn U and V, (CTB cG- w-Hil 1982), which is

typically used in the third grade, Uses three item formats and

llustrates some of the range of items types found on widely used

tests of vocabulary knowledge. The fir t item type presents a two or

three word phase wIth one underlined word (e.g., "very lArg! ) as the

stem and the test t ker is told to select the "word below that means
the same or about the same as the underlined word". For the above

sample item,

and rong The

example, the the options are "big", " ld", "brave",

for items in the second section presents t o

under ined phrases (e.g., t basebAll pli__LyAi and something uaed for

pour:ice) and the child is instructed to pick the word that fits both

("glass", "bottle", "catcher", or "pitcher"). The third item type has

one or more sentences in the stem in which one word is underlined

(e.g., "Billy sat crying on the steps. His dog wag lost. He was so

miserable."). The child is instructed to select one of the four

optional words that means the same or nearly the same as iJle

underlined word ( cold", "sleepy", "excited", "unhappy")

These items illustrate that te ts of vocabulary may tap a variety

kinds of knowledge about a word. As noted by Curtis and Glaser
(1983, p. 137), "vocabulary items differ in the extent to which they

assess individual's -bilities t (a) recognize a correct meaning of a

rd; (b) determine which of several correct meanings is appropriate

in a particular context; and, in some cases, (c) figure out an unknown

word's meaning from context." A given child might use all three of

these strategies in answering the three sample items quoted above from

the CTRS. Clearly, it could not be safely assumed that a rect

ens er for the word miserable" implies that the child would also have

19
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answere n the name wny if the word ted in ol

word miserable is a low frequency word in third grade mate

ocurring only twice in the over 800,000 words from third grade texts

analyzed by Carroll, Davies and Richm n (1971). Yet with the

on. The

supporting context i

item.

judged to be easy enough to use as a s _pie

Anderson and Freebody (1983) report a number of f irly wide

discrepencies between the percentage of children who claim to know a

word and the number who give the correct answer to a multiple choice

item involving that word. The discrepency can go in either direction,

depending on the nature of the multiple ch ice item. For example,

only 19% of their sample of fifth grade students said that they knew

the word judicious", ye % of the sample gave the correct answer to

the fol lo ing multiple-choice item:

"A judicious decision is made -

1. quickly 3. fooli bly

2. wIsely 4. cleverly"

On the other hand, 96% of the sample said they knew the word "manage"

wh le only 28% gave the correct answer to the following multiple-

choice item:

"If you manage on your allowance, you -

1. spend it 3. get along

2. save It 4. waste it"

Anderson and Freebody found a closer correspondence between

interviews of students about their knowledge of word meanings and

simple yes or no test of whether or not a student knew a word than

with the results of multiple choice items. They concluded "that when

the word tested in a standardized multiple choice item is difficult



something about the item will tend to give

wherc

y the correct answer,

n an easy word Is tested the item wi l tend to lead the

student away from the correct ans er" (Anderson & Freebody, 1983 p.

238). This tendency is ltkely to be the consequence of reliance on

item analysis statistics in the selection of tes= items. On no

referenced tests, preference is traditionally given to items of middle

difficult. Extremely easy and extremely difficult items are excluded.

Thus fo- an easy word to be i eluded fine distinctions may be

required for the item to pass the item analysis screen, whereas the

converse may be true for dIffIcult words.

Indirect aupport for Anderson and F -body's conclusion is

provided by a comparison of item difficulties (as indicat-d by the

location parameter from the three parameter logistic model) and the

frequency of occurren e of the target words. In general one would

expect a substantial relationship between the frequency of occurrence

of words in books and knowledge of wo d meanings. Ho ever, for the 30

target words in the vocabulary section of Level E of the CTBS Form

the correlation between the Standard Frequency Index found in Cerro

Davies, and Rich n (1971) and item difficulty (location parameter) is

only -.09. Thus, there is only a slight tendency, if any, for the low

frequency target words to be more difficult than the high frequency

words. This poor relationship is likely to be att ibutable to the

requirement of making finer distinctions for high frequency words

(e.g., "famous and whole") than low frequency words (e.g., "chuckle"

and "thaws"). More clues are also apt to be given by the context

r accompanying low frequency words.

For norm-referenced interpretations or for purposes of
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prediction, the ambiguity of the information provided by a multi

choice item about a tudent's knowledge the n ning( ) of a word is

unimportant. However, if the goal is to estimate vocabulary size or

to have an indication of whether or not tudcntn know the meanings of

words f und in instructional materials, this ambiguity is undesirable.

An alternative approach to measuring word knowledip has recently

been investigated by Anderson and Freebody (1983). They used a simple

yes/no method where a student is required only to indicate the w rds

he or she knows by means of a check or some other device (e.g.,

pressing a b:_ on). Thie approach eliminates extraneous factors such

as those due to context or the nature of the multiple choice options

that are selected. The obvious drawback is that students may differ

in their propensity to respond "yes" to words that they don't know or

respond to words about which they are unsure.

To guard against these possibil ties, Anderson and Freebody

intersperse pseudowords with the real words on the test. The

proportion of words known is then estimated by the difference in the

proportion of yes to words (hit ) and the proportion of yes's to

pseudo -rds (false alarms) all divided by one minus the proportion of

false alarms. A large number of words and pseudowords can be

presented in a fairly short period of time using this t ehinique.

While not without difficulties (e.g., the problem of specifying the

rules for sampling words and for constructing pseudowords), the method

has considerable appeal for some purposes.

Anderson and Freebody's yes/no method may prove useful for

obtaining terionreferenced estimates of some, but not all, aspects

of a studen word knowledge. Curtis and Glaser (1983), for example,

have suggested that there are three aspects of semantic word meaning
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that may be important to die for purposes

rhese are accuracy, fl xibility, and fluency. Ae - cy "re

whether or not there is rny appropriate semantic knowledge la me---y

sociated with a rd" (Curtin & Glaser, 1983

refera to the depth of an indiv d l's kno ledge of word meaning and

fluency refers to the speed of acceas to the meaning of a word. As in

the case of slow decoding, slow accea to the meaning of a word uaes

cognitive resources that are needed for processing sentences and

coruprehending longer segments of text. Selecting the most appropriate

Me

136). Flexibility

of several meanings of a word in enNentinl comprehennion of the

meaning of a aentence as a whole and the adequacy of the overall

comprehension of the meaning of the t- t can depend OA the richness or

depth of knowledge about particular words.

Current pubTished tests of word meaning do not dist nguish among

the aspects identified by Curtis and Glaser. The lack of such

distinctions is of no real concern if the goal of measu e_ent is to

rank order students or to predict future performance, but the

distinctions could prove important for purposes of planning

instruction. Anderson and Freebody's yes/no procedure may provide a

useful alternative for assessing accuracy and possibly fluency.

Other, mo e adaptive techniques, are like y to be needed for obtaining

measures of flexibility, however.

Sentence Comprehension

The third of the four components of reading suggested by Curtis

and Glaser (1983) was called sentence processing. Sentence p ocessing

refers to the "integration of each inco ing sentence i to the memory

_ucture that exita for what has already been read" (Curtis



G1tiur, 1983, p.

of words or concepts in

preceding sentence.

in the previoun sentence.

uch on mn- involve

sentence with those in the L(mediately

ample a pronoun may be m tct-.d with n noun

New informati.on contained by tlic 6 cond

sentence may provide an elaboration ot a concept

sentence. Comprehension in this cane requires an integration of

new information with the concept in nhort-term memory.

Integration involving simple matching of words or the 1 nking of

new information to elaborate a previous concept in short-term memory

can be illustrated by the first two sentences of the first reading

pas :ge of the Elementary Level ( des 3.5-4.9) of the Meteropolitan
Achieve nt Tests, Fifth Edition, Form J (Pie eott, ti_low, Hogan,

Far, 1978).

"Our block used to have many oak trees along the street.

It was qu te shady and cool in the summer."

The second sentence is linked to the first by the pronoun and the

concept of the oak trees is el borated by "shady and cool".

Of course, the information in a new sentence does not alw ye

invo_ve such direct matches to information contained in short-term

memory. When it doesn't the reader must rely on other integrative

processes. This may involve sea ching long-term memory for

inform tion encountered earlier in the passage or the prior knowledge

the reader brings to the task. Curtis and Glaser (1983) used the

following four sentences to il ustrate the need to reactivate

information stored in long-term memory.

"A thick cloud of 0 oke hu g over the forest. Glancing to the

side, Mary could see a bee flying around the back seat. She

pulled off the road and rolled down her window. The forest was
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OD ire pp. 138-139).

Because the second and thtrd nentencen deal with a topic dIfferent

oud of smoke" In no longer likely to be in

short term memory. Reactivation

the reintroduction of the word

his information is signaled by

(Curtis & Glaser, 1983). Such

Integration of information across sentences is critical to a good

underatanding of the text.

Lacking prerequisite prior knowledge or having an inadequate

memory of the previous inf- -mation supplied by the passage reducen

comprehension. "Both the efficiency _f decoding skills and the

fficiency of s -antic word knowledge can affect the manipulability

and availab lity of passage inform tion. Individeels who have such

reading difficulties tend t- be less able to hold specific word- from

a passage in short-term memory (1 fetti 6 Gold an 1976)" (Curtis

Glaser, 1983, p. 139).

Sentence comprehension is f equently assessed in st ndardized

reading tests by presenting queattons that paraphase parts of the

te-t. A large proportion of questions on some tests can be anawered

b- direct compari on of the question to a sentence in the text without

necessarily being able to understand the sentence (Anderson, 1972;

Curtis & Glaser, 1983). It has also been demonstrated (e.g., Tuinman,

1974) that a substantial fraction of questIons on some standardized

reading tests can be answered correctly without reading the text based

simply on prior knowledge. To assess integration, it is important

that questions 1) be passage dependent, i.e" not be answerable on

the basis of prior knowledge without reading the target sentences and

(2) require understanding rather than being ans-erable on the basis of
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matching.

The better standardize] testa have

concerns. questions that rerutj ion

to nddreun thene

nlormation from

different nentenceo and that have a low likelihood of being an ed

correctly wIthout reading ,_he passage have been inc uded with

incre- ing frequency in -isiens of the widely used standardized

r ading tests. The pav-ge form the Meteropolitan cit d above can be

used to illustrate this tvpe of question. The end of that passages

contains the following four sentencea:

"But last year, some people came in huge truck and chopped down

all the oak trees. They wanted to make the street wider. I hope

the squirrels a_d the bi ds will ruturn to our block. The other

children want them back too ao today we planted six small

trees."

One of the questions following this passage is:

"After the trees were cut down, the children missed the

A. trucks C. men

B. animals D. noise"

Without the passage, all of the options are plausible, i.e. , It ie

reasonable to expe t taat the question is passag_ dependent. The

question also requires an integrati n of the cone pt of "animals" with

the squirrels and the birds and an inference that I hope" _nd the

"other children want because the squirrels and birds were "missed".

On the other hand, the child who depends heavily on prior knowledge

nd personal preference may reasonably infer that the children mIssed

the tru ks more than the animals. As noted by Valenc a and Pearson

(1986), individual differences in prior knowledge can lead to

:differences in the inferen es that are made from a given text and
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more thnn one Inference In or ' dfexiuible.

The Degrees of Reeding Power (Touchstone ApplIed Science

Aotiociatee, 1983) illuetr

integration of information

other approach to testing the

_flteflCes. The DRP hale features

similar to a cloze test. Words are deleted from a passage and the

test taker haa to s-leLk one of five options that should be Lined for

the deleted word. It differs from a typical cloze

several i Po

however. in

nt respects. First, fewer words are del -ed

seven per passage which typically run approxImately 325 words

length) than on the usual cloze test. Second, the deleted word and

wordo in the sentence where it belongs are all familiar, relatively

high frequency w da. That is, in comparition to the surrounding

sentences the target word and sentence is easy. Thus the dependence
of the DRP scores on the particular vocabulary of the response options

is minimized. Third, if only the La get sentence is considered, all
of the options are reasonable. This is an essential part of the DRP

approach. It is intended to ensure that proces-ing aurrounding prose

is both necessary and sufficient to choosing the right answer"

(Koslin, Koalin, 6 Zeno, 1979, p. 316).

The folio ing sample ttem from Form PX-1 of the DRP illustrates

this key thi-d feature'

"It was sunny and hot for days. S-1 price b) road

Then the a-1 changed.

It turned cloudy and cool.

Job d) weather

e) size"

Although shorter than the actual test passages, i_ can be seen t

there is no good basis for choosi g among the four optional words when

the tnrget sentence is considered in isolation. When integrated wIth
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the 1- o

only

n In the rid-tng and nuhnequent 8ciitenccn, ho

leads coherent net.

The examples from the Metropoi an and the DIU show that existing

tent items can and do tap some of the integrative aspec of sent nce

processing that were hi hlighted by Curtis and Ole (1983)0 Other

aspects however, seem to be missed. For example, since the passage

is available for reference when the questions are considered, it is

not necessary to rely as heavIly on the retrival of concepts from

long-term memory as may be necessary in skillA reading. Fewer

demands may o be made on the manipulation of concepts in shor erm

memory. Certainly, a test on which the t xt was unavailable would

change the ta k demands. Whether such a procedure would provide

additional uaeful info elation about individual differences in readIng

ability is an open question, however.

In _grative processing serves as a basis for detecting and

recovering from misinterpretations of text. Markman (1977, 1979) has

demonstrated that children who have difficulty in understanding text,

even text containing only simple words that the ch, :cn can readily

decode and that are familiar in meaning, are frequently unable to

detect inconsIstencIes. This is illustrated by one of hi- examples:

"Fish must have l_ght in order to see. There is absolutely no light

at the bottom of the ocean. Some fish who live there know their

food by its colo " (Markman, 1979, p. 646). Failure to detect the

inconsitencey is symptomatic of the child's lack of integration of the

information contained in the third sentence with the information

provided earlier by the first sentence. The use of inconsistencies

such as the one illustrated above represents a promising approach to

the construction of reading tests that a _ess a child's ability to
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integrate 1nc)Lw4tLOfl ttn diifvrnt pdrtn of a

FEEllge Com_prehension

According to Anderson (197 419) " (tb comprehend a messag

in to discover a formulation which coherently explains itS contents."

Comprehension of the message in a text requires more than the ability

to decode and attach meanings to words. It requires more than the

ability to rec gnixe paraphrases of the s ntences. It involves the

"forming of a coherent cognitive mod l of the text meaning" (Johnston,
1984, p. 236). Development of an appropriate cognitive monA depends

on the schema that the reader possess
3. as the propertieg of

the text (e.g., Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert 6 Goetz, 1977; Branaford

6 Johnson, 1973; Rumelhart 6 Ortony, 1977).

Schema theory attempts to explain how knowledge is stored in

memory; how it is recal ed, used and elaborated; and how it is used in

comprehension. Considerable progress has been made in the elaboration

of schema theory in the past decade (see, for example, Anders n 6

Pearson, 1984; Brewer 6 Nakamura, 1984). It has played a major role

in the direction of research on reading and is beginning to have an

impact on the design of instructional materials. To date, however,

there seems to be little, if any indication that schematheoryhashad
an influence on the nature of st ndardized reading tests.

Schmata can involve both decla ative and procedural knowled and

can have a .trong influence on an individual's ability to comprehend

and remember text. The role of schemata in facilitating comprehension

was nicely illustrated by Curtis and Glas (1983) using the following

excerpt taken f-om Bransford and Johnson (1973).

"The procedure is actually quite simple* First you arrange
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things into di ferent groups. Of courne, one pil. may he

sufficient depending on how much there is to do. It your have to

gosomeuhereelsedueto lack of foci Utica that in he next

step, otherwise you are pretty well set. It in important not to

overdo things. That is, it in better to do too few things at

once than too many. In the short r- n thin may not seem important

but complications eon

p, 400).

The words and sentences

ily arise" (Ornnsford & J--n on, 1973,

ht forward, but it is difficul

construct a coherent interpretation of the passage. However, if told

that the pa sage is about washing clothes, the d scription fits an

already avi lable schma a and Is much wore readily understood.

Possession of appropriate schmata facilitates comprehension.

This conclusion has useful implications for instruction, but posea a

dileuma for test construction. Since individuals differ in the

chemata, the prior knowledge that they bring to the test situation,

the choice of passages for the test can obviously be an Important

determinant of the.relative performance of different individuals.

Results of a study by Johnston (1981) demonstrate that

differences in the match of test passages to the prior kno ledge

test takers can have a substantial effect on performance. Johnston

constructed a test based on two passages: one dealing with the

specialization of corn in the United States and one dealing with the

financial problems of the Chicago Regional Transit Authority (RTA).

Both passages we e admini tered to a sample of students in a rural

community and to a sample from an urban community. As predicted, the

rural sample outperformed the u ban sample on the test based on the

corn passage whereas the converse was true for the RTA passage,
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Although not explicitly as n co

constructors have attempted to avoid,

the effects of prior knowled

umed to r qui

on readin

nce of schema theory,

aceur tely, to minimize

performance. Topics

et lized prior kno ledge arc avoided. The

primary way in which the effects of prior knowledge are mInImized,

however, is by the use of multiple pans 4hlch are aeleeted in ways

that attempt to balance the relative adv ntages and disadvantages of

different groups of test takers. One of the consequences of thig

approach, however, it; that test- typically consist of a number of

short passages on different, sometimes obEcure, topics that hold

little motivation interest for the reader. Furthermore, this

approach does more to con eal than to eli inate the effects of prior

knowledge (Valencia 6 Pearson, 1986).

The reading test of the Elementary level of the MetropolItan

Achievement Tests, Form JS, for example, contains 11 passages ranging

from 89 to 148 words in length. The passages deal with such varied

topics as earthworms, bakeries, maple syrup, a turtle race, and a

fanciful story about a wood chopper.

Short passages are typical of reading teats place fewer

cognitive demands for the formation of an inte_grated representation

of the information than do longer segmerts found in textbooks and

other reading materials that students are expected to read and

understand. This suggests that longer text segments may need to be

used. Of course, feasibility would dictate that if longer passages

Pa ages were used, they would have to be fewer in number. As a

consequence, such tests might be less fair than existing tests because

-they would lack the same degree of balance across a number of topics
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that in made ponnible by the use of many nhort pacnages.

Nonetheleas, strong argumeata in favor of longer pasages can be
made. Longer passages eon be made more comparble to the important

ading tasks that students are asked to perform in school. They can

involve more meaningful and coherent stories or pieces of expooitory

text. Thus, some reading researchers (e.g., Pearson, personal

communication) have argued that alternative approaches to the

potential problems of bias that may be introduced by the use of a

11 number of longer passages should be sought.

The solution to the dilemma may depend on the creation of

techniques for

administering a reading test. This was attempted with some success by

Johnston (198 using passage specific vocabulary test items. Several

other possibilIties have been suggested, some of which are currently

under investigation, For example, Curtis and Glaser (1983) have

suggested that comparisons of perf rmance in reading and listening

comprehension as another possible approach to this problem.

Pear-on and Valencia are currently conducting research for the

Illinois Assessment Program in which seve _1 approaches to the

assessment to prior knowledge are being investigated. Using a variety

of response formats, they ask children to ake predictions about what

they are likely to find in a passage on a given topic or to indicate

which of a number of toncepts are apt to be closely or somewhat

related to the topic of the passage. While it is too early to know

which techniques will prove most effective, this work is important to

the development of reading tests that involve longer passages with

greater ecological validity that also take into account individual

differences in prior knowledge.

ing relevant prior knowledge prior to
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Whatever the natu-- I the paSSageS, measur merit of passage

eompr t nsion generally depends on questions that requi-e

taker to make inferences. Publish-d reading testa use a var ety of

approaches in pting to measure a t -t taker s ability to draw

infere ces from text. Examples include items that ask the teat taker

to select the best title for a story, to indicate th_ author's intent

or point of view, or to make inferences about the feelings of a

character or likely explanationo of events.

The f llowing illustrations of questions that are intended' to

assess the ability of children to draw infer nces from a passage were

taken from Level E of the CTBS, Form U.

"Which of these would most likely be a Norman Rockwell pie ur

"Why was this animal called Thunder izard?"

"What is this story mo_tly about?"

Some similar examples from the Advanced 1 Level of the Metropolitan,

Form JS are:

"The best title for thin sto y Is

"The author feels that city play streets are -"

"At the end of this story, the actions of the lovers were

motivated by their feeling of -1

would appear that none of the above illustratIve questions can be

answered by simply matching surface features of the question and the

passage. They all require so e degree of inference to be made based

the test taker s comprehension of the passage. However, answers

n sometimes be determined by simple associations and the types of

inferences required are fairly limited. Moreover, because of the

nature of the -hort test passages and because the text is avaliable

it



for refe_-nce in answering the questions, such questions do not

exhaust the range of integrative and inferential akilla requir d in

y real-world reading t ks.

As notcd in the previous sect on, for example, an integrated

representati n of a text enables a render to identify inconsistencies

in text. Markman (1979) argued for the importance of inconsistency

detection as follows: "to notice inconsistencies ch_ldren hav to

encode and store the i_f rmation, draw the relevant inferences,

retrieve and maintain the (inferred) propositions In working memory,

end compare them" (p. 643 ). Though seldom used on reading tests, an

approach that requires a test taker to identify inconsi-tencies in a

text may provide a powerful means of assessing the degree to which

information from different parts of text is integrated into a coherent

representation of the mes_ ge. Care would obviously need to be t ken,

however, that inconsistencies are crucial to understanding important

aspects of the text.

The fact that a test taker can refer back to the text when

responding to test questions, especially text.-explicit ones* reduces

the demand to develop an integrated representation of the passage.

This suggests that it may be desirable "to prevent the reader from

referring to the text while answering the question " (Johnston, 1984,

p. 236).

Another alte n tive approach to testing that has rece ved

increasing attention in the past few years is typified by the work of

Campione and Brown (1985) on dynamic assessment. The empha e

'dynamic assessment are on change that occurs during relatively brief

periods of guided instruction and on the ability to transfer what is

-.leartled to new _ieuati-ns. A series of studies revie ed by Campione



and Brown (1985), indicate that the beat predictora of future learning

are not static tests, but the cha_ges that take place during the

dynamic assessment process and measures of a stud nt's ability to

"transfer their newly learned skl ls to novel situations" (p. 35).

lthough the types of tasks (e.g., Raven Pgrogressive Matrice tasks)

that have been most used in research on dynamic sessment are quite

different from those needed to assess reading compr h nsion,

approach is certainly worthy of careful consideration.

Conclusion

There is a relatIvely poor match between current theory and

experimental research on the readi g process and e lacing standardized

teats of reading. This lack of correspondence may be due, in part to

a difference in g als and, in part, to a lag between research and

practice. Survey teats have long followed a traditional paychometric

perspective derived fr m the goals of ranking and sorting students

based on individual differences in performance. Normative compari ons

and predictive validity have been the hallmarks of this approach.

Within thie tradition, current standardized tests are relatively

effective and quite ef_icient. The distinctions among the

interrelated components of reading articulated by Curtis and Glaser

(1983) which have provided the frame ork f-r thi- review, are of

little importance to the traditional goals of norm-referenced tests.

Diagnostic tests and criterion-referenced tests have followed a

different tr-dition. Yet the match between these tests and the

theor tica rspect_ve emphasized in this report is equally poor.

Such tes enerally conceive -f reading as a host of hierarchically

organize: acrete skills. Little emphasis i- given to the



integrative processes involv d in reading.

It remains to be seen

cognitive theOrieni

improve

her tests de ived from modern

reading process will l ad to substantial

nta in reading assessment. Certainly, it HCEffi5 unlikely that

subst. ntial improvements in prediction will result. However,

prediction is not a primary goal for such tests. Providing more

instructionally re event information is. As Curtis and Glaser (1983

p. 144) concluded, " combin d enterprise representing test design

based on kno ledge of human le -fling and performance, psychomeic

requirements, and studies of test use sh uld improve our ability to

link testing and ingtruCtion."
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